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Understanding Jobs - Activities

What makes a job fillable is universal across all markets and at all levels. Your potential to 
fill a job is influenced by these core elements –

 ■ How well you understand the job – can you communicate to someone else what it is 
and ask the right questions to ensure they can do it?

 ■ The urgency you work with and the tenacity you apply to getting hold of candidates. 
How much you want to fill it has a huge impact on the end result.

 ■ The commitment you have from the customer – to move at the right speed, give timely 
feedback, interview and offer candidates.

 ■ How you communicate to the world (overtly and covertly) about why this role, on this 
day is a job of choice compared to what else could be available in the market. Your 
sales and marketing skills will be what captures the attention of your prospective 
candidates.

For every job you work make sure that you have:

 ■ Prepared and rehearsed your initial pitch as to what makes this a job of choice
 ■ You’ve prepared the key questions to assess someone’s capability, suitability and 

motivation to accept the job if offered
 ■ You set yourself a deadline as to when you will have submitted your first candidate for 

consideration (to test your own understanding of the role)
 ■ You have a deadline to have your candidates to the end client by (even if they’ve not 

set a deadline it is healthy for your development to always have a deadline in place).

Key activities to complete:

Print/review the core scoring system to make sure you are 
investing in jobs you can fill

Print the personal power checklist to make sure you have 
everything you need to work a job with energy and urgency

Download the guide to dealing with initial objections from 
candidates – it will help you get more out of your conversations 
and reduce the need to have to “find more candidates”.

Discuss with your manager what a high priority job looks like and 
what it takes to move at speed to get it filled.
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